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Oak Spirit Sanctuary General Council Meeting: July 7, 2021 
 
Attendees:  
Board members:  
Josh Kirby  (Secretary)  
Dawn Finney  (Treasurer) 
Kerry Easter (partial attendance) 
Larry Brown 
Absent: Patrick Finney (President) 
 
Advisory Board Members:  
Robyn Nall  
Shannon Bagwell 
 
Recording secretary: Josh Kirby 
 
Meeting called to order at: 7:08 
 
Board or Relevant Organizational Activity since last meeting:  June 13, 2021 
No motions to report 
 
1) Old Business review/ Carry over items. 

Registration and scheduling:  
Robyn looking for a website to format taking reservations: Hello Sign could be an answer to 
registration and signing waivers for scheduling. There is concern of cost. Dawn would prefer to do 
something through the website if possible. If there is something we can embed that is free let us 
go that route.  
 
-Action step: Robyn planning on going through Google Suites to see if there’s functionality to 
make things smoother for registration. Would also like to look at the website on the back end that 
could make it easier to format if she finds something. Dawn speaking with Darcy to see if she has 
any ideas or solutions to this. Aaron Oates looking into plug-ins for registration purposes.  
 
Minutes: Dawn has asked Darcy to set up minutes through the website.  
 
Board Terms: Discussion of Kerry’s terms starting in August of 2012. Re-elected to second term in 
2014. Larry Brown elected to the board August 2013. Was discussion of these things being shown 
in the Oak Spirits Voice group. 

 
2) Departmental and Committee Reports 
--Land management 
 

Work Weekend: coming up this next weekend on July 17th and 18th. Couple places in the creek 
blocked by branches and along with David Silvey they planned on clearing those out. The road is 
beginning to wash out.  
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Windows Incident: Larry Brown asked about the windows being opened previously at the retreat. 
It must have been 4th of July weekend when they were left open. The retreat was locked and 
everything was in order and without damage.  
 
Kerry’s plans for Blue Cabin: First or second weekend of August she plans on coming out with 
Kenny and a few trucks and plans on removing everything and cleaning. They will also get the 
contract out, finalize everything and turn it back over to the church. No plans to terminate the 
contract but does not plan on being out there as much anymore.  
 
Wheel on Gate: Slightly clunky getting in. Larry raised concern of this and there was some 
discussion.  
Replacing gate may be too expensive.  

 
--Clergy 

Taz as Clergy: She has several irons in the fire. Robyn mentioned using her as an advisor and not 
using her to DO the actual rituals. Continue to use ritual arts space and have volunteers lead most 
of these functions.  

 
--Finances 

Account balance: $4,973.83 
New Debt: Schnell Drilling for water well pump. It was extra money because things cost more 
these days. The share OSS owes is $3014.28. A payment of $300 was paid in early July and the 
remaining balance is $2,714.28. We have ten out of fourteen plots and the rest of Renaissance 
Ridge owners own only one. Their share is $1205.72 responsible on the other owner’s side.  

 
--OSS Events 

Lunar for July: This will still be happening. Still looking for someone but Patrick has volunteered to 
lead if someone else cannot.  
Harvest: Currently has a planning group and will be set up by the members.  

 
--Outside Rentals 
 

Orphanarium: Michael Stark is no longer involved. Would be a nice event to have and hope to 
have all the volunteers we need. Kerry is currently heading this event. It happens in August.  
 
Chrysalis Moon: Larry brown contact person.  States possibly having them camping and coming 
out to the next Lunar for site visit. As long as they aren’t bothering anyone there shouldn’t be any 
issues.  
Are they offering in advance $5,000? Larry said that it is possible. The $5,000 will not cover the 
electric installations that they want. We also need to fix up the kitchen. Larry recommended 
possibly harvesting lumber to pay for these costs. Dawn provided a report on the Land 
Management page that shows it does not seem feasible to harvest at this time. It was requested 
that we do not make any promises on our end. Robyn spoke up and said she went through 
previous meeting notes, and we have had a spattering of taking on large events in the past that did 
not work out the best for both parties.  
Action Step: Larry to speak with Chrysalis Moon to downgrade their expectations and negotiate 
them still coming out.  
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New Business 

--Document work 
OSS Policy Group: This is currently up and running so things are under way. Tori ‘Taz’ Chance and 
Jenn Asbury have volunteered along with the Dawn and Patrick Finnes, Josh Kirby and Robyn Nall 
Need to focus on Bylaws and meeting minutes. Robyn is mentioning that minutes have gaps in 
them for years starting 2013.  
 
--Frank Griggs application 
Interviews: Please everyone read the applications and then once they are scheduled, we will have 
Zoom interviews with each applicant individually. We have not scheduled any interviews yet. 
Advisory Board will be interviewed moving forward as a position and other Advisory Board 
members will be welcome to the interviews.  

 
Motion by Larry Brown to close the meeting, Seconded by Dawn Finney.  
Meeting Adjourned: 8:18 PM 
 


